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Abstract:
Computational hydrological models and simulations are fundamental pieces of the workflow of contemporary hydroscience research, education, and professional engineering activities. In support of hydrological modelling efforts, web-enabled tools for data processing, storage, computation, and visualization have proliferated. Most of these efforts rely on server resources for computation and data tasks, and client-side resources for visualization. However, continued advancements of in-browser, client-side compute performance present an opportunity to further leverage client-side resources. Towards this end, we present an operational rainfall-runoff model and simulation engine running entirely on the client-side using the JavaScript programming language. To demonstrate potential uses, we also present an easy-to-use in-browser interface designed for hydroscience education. Although the use case presented here is self-contained, the core technologies can extend to leverage multi-core processing on single machines and parallelization capabilities of multiple clients or JavaScript enabled servers. These possibilities suggest client-side hydrologic simulation can play a central role in a dynamic, interconnected ecosystem of web-ready hydrologic tools.
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- The simulation engine runs full scale, physically based rainfall-runoff models.
- All computations are performed on the client-side within the browser.
- HLM-Web is demonstrated with a use case for hydroscience education.
- Use case facilitates hydrologic education and research "sandboxing".
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1. Introduction

Computational models allow scientists and engineers to simulate the complex relationships that exist in real world systems. In water resources, computational hydrological models are fundamental pieces of the workflow of contemporary research, education, and professional practice. These models are used to support a broad range of tasks, including engineering design (e.g. Gironás et al., 2010; US Army Corps of Engineers, 2018), flood forecasting (e.g. Beven et al., 1984; Krajewski et al., 2017), flood inundation mapping (Li & Demir, 2022), sedimentation forecasting (Xu et al., 2019), water quality research (Jha et al., 2007), and water resources management (Sulis & Sechi, 2013), among others.

From a practical perspective, using physically-based models present many challenges. Data appropriateness, preparation, scale, sparsity, and errors are significant obstacles that prohibit the use and confidence of models. Users must also contend with learning a standalone graphical user interface – or lack thereof – to access and deploy the modelling software. Likewise, the coupled challenge of access to computational resources, and the expertise to manage them, can be a significant burden to run a model fit for its intended purpose. These difficulties set a high training level threshold that stakeholders must meet if they want to use these tools and models. Finally, challenges of model reputation, adoption among stakeholders, and lack of benchmark datasets (Ebert-Uphoff et al., 2017) for comparative analysis present limitations to the reproducibility and impact of model findings.

Many of these practical challenges are associated with desktop-based, or off-line, modelling workflows. In response, hydroscience computational architectures have advanced alongside cyber and computing technologies. The most recent advances fall within Web-Based Simulation (WBS) or the use of the Internet to separate modeling tasks among networked machines. A key criterion of WBS is that a web browser plays an active role in modelling and simulation sub-tasks, such as for simulation, visualization, data storage, or documentation (Byrne et al., 2010).

Arguably, the two primary goals of WBS are simulation and visualization. In a client-server model, either of these tasks can be completed locally, in a browser on the client’s local machine, or remotely, on a server. There are numerous examples of server-side simulation for hydrology and water resources studies, such as streamflow forecasting (Castronova et al., 2013), ecosystems services (Feng et al., 2011), hydrology and climate change (Goodall et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2019), watershed management (Demir & Beck, 2009), mountainous snow-water resources (Wu et al., 2018), environmental decision support (Sun, 2013), and urban watershed hydrology (Zeng et al., 2021).

Likewise, there are equally many examples of client-side implementations of data exploration and visualization tools ranging from pure client-side architectures (Jadidoleslam et al., 2020; Walker et al., 2020) to architectures that offer client-side visualizations and some server-side data analytics (Booth et al., 2011; Brendel et al., 2019; Rottler et al., 2021). Further, other efforts have sought to integrate server-side computation and data storage with client-side visualization to support web-based hydrologic workflows (Peckham et al., 2013; Delipetrev et al., 2014; Swain et al., 2015; 2016; Yildirim and Demir 2021). Taken together, these efforts demonstrate a focus on, and the viability of, modelling as a web-service for hydrologic applications. Notably, this design places computation and simulation predominantly on server resources.

Client-side simulation, however, should not be ruled out as a viable option as it offers many usability advantages. First, all modern browsers comply with the ECMAScript specification (ECMA International,
recent advances in JavaScript interpreters, i.e. JavaScript, meaning that JavaScript code is interoperable across any browser on any device, no matter the browser or machine. Second, recent advances in JavaScript interpreters have resulted in significant increases in compute speeds, with one-to-one tests showing JavaScript performance on the order of magnitude of C++ code (Hinkelmann, 2019). When considering a computationally intensive task, JavaScript no longer holds a severe performance disadvantage, while still maintaining its usability and interoperability advantages as a native web language.

Client-side compute resources have been used to perform various computational tasks, including modelling, in environmental and water resources applications. Prior to the cross-browser standardization of JavaScript, Java language applets were used to perform client-side tasks, such as calculations for decision support tools in watershed management (Voinov and Costanza 1999; Mustajoki et al., 2004). More recent examples show the potential to leverage client-side compute resources for much of a WBS workflow. A client-side simulation engine was implemented to calculate BOD and DO along a river reach (Walker & Chapra, 2014). The simulation engine was complemented by client-side visualization and a user interface which allowed for rapid iteration of simulation inputs. The same authors also implemented a client-side version of the ABCD Water Balance model to simulate streamflow at a daily scale (Walker, 2014). In another example, a web-based analysis and scenario tool for eutrophication of inland waters performs all necessary computations in the web browser (Strömbäck et al., 2019). The authors, however, report that they simplified the original model to make the browser implementation more performant. Finally, a numerical engine has been developed to simulate tsunami wave generation and propagation, and its visualization, as a JavaScript-WebGL library (Galaz et al., 2022). The simulation engine was tightly coupled with other web elements, data sources, and sensors to support a web platform for public education and tsunami awareness.

Environmental web applications have demonstrated the potential to leverage client-side computational resources for flood mitigation (Alabbad et al., 2022), well forecasting (Sit et al., 2021), sedimentation forecasting (Xu et al., 2019), and decision support systems (Ewing & Demir, 2021). Furthermore, other client-side tools have been developed for hydrological studies focusing on participatory decision support (Teague et al., 2021), watershed delineation (Sit et al., 2019), and flood map generation (Hu & Demir, 2021). Taken together, an ecosystem of web-ready, hydrologic tools has emerged in the last decade. Implementing a hydrological model in JavaScript, the lingua franca of the web, provides many opportunities for extensions in this dynamic, interconnected ecosystem.

In this paper we demonstrate the capability of client-side technologies to perform hydrological modelling via a JavaScript-based simulation engine for full scale, physically based rainfall-runoff models. Further, to demonstrate potential uses, we also present a fast and interactive in-browser interface designed for hydroscience education. We show that coupling client-side simulation and an in-browser user interface can advance education and greatly reduce the entry threshold needed to operate and apply hydrological models. In the Materials and Methods section, we detail the hydrological model used, a previous implementation of the same model in the C Programming Language, and then the current implementation of the model in the JavaScript language. In the Results section, we first detail the benchmarking and time performance of the new implementation. We then detail the client-side model and simulation engine as part of an educational use case. In the Discussion section, we examine further the performance and discuss the benefits of client-side simulation for research, education, and operation. We conclude with a look to future work and the general benefits to client-side computation for water and environmental modelling.
2. Materials and Methods
In this section we first describe the hydrological model, the Hillslope Link Model (HLM), implemented in JavaScript. Next, we describe the original implementation of HLM in the C programming language. Finally, we describe the current methodology to implement the hydrological model as a native client-side simulation engine.

2.1. Hillslope Link Model
The nature of how rainfall is transformed on and through the landscape to generate runoff and streamflow is a complex physical process, and accurate estimation of this process is important for flood forecasting, disaster relief, engineering design, etc. To address these needs, mathematical models to estimate runoff generation from rainfall have proliferated. One such model is the Hillslope-Link Model (HLM) (Mantilla, 2022). HLM uses the concept of landscape decomposition into just two elements: hillslopes and channel links. Hillslopes are irregular-shaped polygons where the conversion of rainfall to runoff takes place. This process depends on the hillslope attributes such as size, shape, slope, exposure, soil type and land use. Each hillslope is uniquely associated with a channel link. A hillslope’s runoff, both surface and subsurface, drains to the corresponding link and the links make the river network. Runoff that finds its way to the channel is transported downstream and aggregated as the small streams come together to form larger ones that then become rivers; first small then larger. Channel links also have certain attributes that control water transport. These include length, slope, roughness, as well as other aspects of hydraulic geometry (e.g., channel cross sectional shape). The typical size of a hillslope is on the order of 0.01 km² and the typical length of a link is on the order of 0.1 km.

The construction of the modeling domain (also called “hydrofabric”), requires use of digital topography data, better known as Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Such data are widely available at very high spatial resolution, as high or higher than 10 m. From the DEM data one can extract the drainage (river) network and its basic attributes and the associated outline of the hillslopes with some of the key attributes (Mantilla & Gupta, 2005). From other available public sources, such as land surveys, one can obtain the information regarding land use and soil types as well as the geometry of the channel cross-sections.

Mathematically, the physical processes involved in runoff generation and transport can be described as a set of ordinary differential equations. There is a good deal of flexibility on how detailed a description is desired. For example, a simple model can be based on constant runoff coefficient (fractions of rainfall) and constant channel velocity. This results in a linear system of equations and thus is easy to solve. A more realistic description could be based on a non-linear concept of storage at a hillslope and non-linear channel velocity. The resulting system requires a numerical algorithm to solve. Please refer to Appendix 2 in Supplemental Material for a description of the mathematical formulations of the constant and variable runoff models. Likewise, formulation of both the constant and variable runoff models can also be found in (Small & Debionne, 2016).

HLM has several attractive properties. First, it respects the scaling (fractal) properties of real river networks (e.g., Horton laws). This allows the model to mimic the correct temporal response for a given size upstream drainage area. Second, it avoids the challenge of properly estimating the lateral fluxes necessary for other regular grid-based models. Each hillslope drains to one channel link and there is no other “communication” between the adjacent hillslopes (this is true ignoring the saturated groundwater contribution to streamflow).
Third, as we just briefly discussed above, the model structure (hydrofabric,) and the mathematical description of the physical process are independent. This allows for a consistent study of the importance of different models of certain processes. Four, the numerical solvers of ordinary differential equation are much more efficient and easier to implement. The model structure is also amenable to parallelization. Note that the computations of runoff at the hillslopes are independent from each other and that it is the transport of water in the river network that is coupled but in a rather weak way (computations at a link require availability of streamflow at the two nodes upstream). Five, the model does not require intensive calibration. With a reasonable selection of the parameters, which all have some physical interpretation, the model demonstrates an acceptable level of skill out-of-the-box.

2.2. High Performance Computing (HPC) Implementation

Note that HLM framework is the mathematical model by which to describe the physical, hydrological processes. To solve these equations, i.e., simulate the rainfall-runoff response of a network, a numerical solver is required. One advantage of the HLM framework is that its river network has a directed graph topology, such that the solution at a hillslope only requires information at the hillslope itself and its direct “parents.” Because of this structure, a numerical solution to the rainfall-runoff response at each hillslope-link can be found asynchronously. One such numerical solver has been developed to solve systems of ODEs linked by a directed tree structure, as in the case of the HLM river network topology (Small et al., 2013). This solver was written in the C programming language and uses an adaptive step size Runge-Kutta method with dense output interpolant capabilities. The authors also present a network partitioning scheme and scheduler routine which enables distributed and parallel workflows to support massive simulations with HPC resources. A version of this implementation provides operational hydrologic forecasts for the entire domain of Iowa (Krajewski et al., 2017), and is also used for research applications (e.g. Jadidoleslam et al., 2019). Currently, it supports a variety of input and output types such as from databases, binaries, text files, and hierarchical data formats.

2.3. Client-side Implementation

This section details the methodology of the client-side (i.e., JavaScript) web application for simulating the rainfall-runoff response of a river network using the HLM family of models. First, we chose to use HLM because of its flexibility to describe varying levels of complexity in the physical processes; it is open source and well-documented; it has proven its performance in advanced operational forecasting and research applications; and, finally, we have significant experience with it.

To develop HLM-Web as a JavaScript application we used the object-oriented programming paradigm. As stated previously, DEM data are processed to generate discrete hillslope-link sections with distinct physical properties, such as channel length, area of hillslope, and total upstream area. As such, the hillslope-link unit was used as the basis for the object model. Each hillslope link object contains object methods and properties. In general, these methods and properties can be categorized into three groups: physical attributes, model structure (equations), and numerical solver. All necessary properties and methods are added at object instantiation, but can also be altered prior to simulation execution.

Physical attributes of the hillslope link object are either direct inputs from the discretization of the river network to be simulated or were calculated using both the hillslope-specific physical attributes and global variables that apply for all hillslope link objects. Refer to Appendix 2 in Supplemental Material for
definition and use of the physical attributes in the model equations. Refer to the HLM-Web Educational Hydrology Tool section for more information about setting global variables.

HLM-Web uses the Runge-Kutta method (4\textsuperscript{th} order) as a numerical solver. This method is used with an adaptive step size routine that compares the truncation errors of derivative approximations to user-defined error thresholds to adapt the step size of the integration (Press \textit{et al.}, 1986). Further, a dense-output interpolation scheme was used in the solver (Hairer \textit{et al.}, 1993). Dense output schemes allow for higher-order interpolation between step sizes. This is an important feature of the solver because the integration at a hillslope-link requires the discharge from upstream links as an input. Due to the adaptive step size routine, it is unlikely that the upstream links will have a solution at the exact time required for the downstream link. As such, the dense method is used to interpolate the discharge from upstream links as necessary to solve for a hillslope-link.

At each hillslope link, the hydrologic model is described as a set of ordinary differential equations. These equations vary depending on the model (i.e., constant versus variable runoff.) See Appendix 2 in Supplemental Material for a mathematical comparison between the constant and variable runoff models. At the instantiation of a Link object a function is assigned to the object as a method (dydt.) No matter the internal structure of the derivatives themselves, the method takes the same inputs: an array, Y, of states of the link; the current simulation time, t; and an array, f, for the forcing (evaporation, precipitation, etc.,) at the current simulation time. The function returns the calculated derivates in an array of equal length to that of array Y.

A complete HLM-Web simulation work cycle can be found below in Figure 1. On initiation of a simulation, the numerical solver configuration data is accessed from the setup file and used, along with the parametric, forcing, and model data, to instantiate the links to be solved. Next, a Link object is instantiated for every hillslope-link in the simulation, the order of their solution is collected, and then it used to step all links to the end of the simulation time. The procedure to step the solution at a link forward in time is an iterative process. First, the subroutine estimates the solution at a step forward in time. If the estimated truncation error is too large for the solution, a smaller step size is calculated and then used to advance the solution. This procedure is done until the solution for the link has reached the end of simulation time.

The order by which the Link objects will be stepped can be generated on the fly using the function (getOrder,) or supplied in an input file. Our current methodology is to provide an input file where the order of hillslopes to be processed is generated by a post-order traversal listing of link ids from a depth first search of the river network as a directed graph. Because solving a link only requires information from the link itself and the link(s) immediately upstream of it, all data held in the upstream link objects can be scrubbed once the simulation of the downstream link is complete. Thus, the post-order traversal is a memory-efficient order by which to solve for the links. Only simulation data from preselected links are stored after they are used for the solution of links immediately downstream. Once all link objects have stepped to the end of simulation time, the simulation runtime is reported. Simulation results can be exported as comma separated values or viewed in a figure within the browser window.
It is important to note that this workflow is essentially the same, whether the core HLM-Web simulation engine is used alone or with a graphical user interface (such as the educational user interface presented in Results.) Input data can either be edited within the files prior to the browser parsing them or after.

Figure 1. Complete workflow diagram of an HLM-Web simulation.

3. Results
In this section we present and detail two case studies of the HLM-Web simulation engine. First, we illustrate that HLM-Web reproduces simulation results with adequate time performance as compared to the C Programming Language implementation. Next, we illustrate how HLM-Web’s simulation engine can be integrated with other web technologies to create an interactive educational tool to support hydrology education.

3.1. Simulation Benchmark and Time Performance
Several benchmarking tests are provided with HLM’s C Programming Language implementation (Iowa Flood Center (IFC), 2018) and are discussed in detail in the project’s documentation (Small & Debionne, 2016). Two such benchmarking tests use the constant and variable runoff models, respectively. These two benchmarking simulations were used to demonstrate HLM-Web’s ability to reproduce results generated using the C Programming Language implementation. Simulation results show that the model outputs are completely coincident (Figure 2.) These results show that simulation results from the HLM-Web (JavaScript,) simulation engine are concordant with the C Programming Language version of the model. Thus, we have successfully implemented the solver and properly constructed each model.

Next, simulation runtime performance between the two implementations was compared. Simulations for river networks of varying size and constant simulation length of 24 hours were performed (Figure 3.) To provide equal comparison all simulations were performed on a Dell XPS 9560 with an Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80GHz. Google’s Chrome browser, with the V8 JavaScript interpreter, was used for
the client-side simulation runs. Parallel processing was not used with the C code runs. The constant runoff hillslope formulation was used.

Figure 2. Benchmarking tests for the implementation of the HLM-Web compared to the C Programming Language implementation of HLM. The Test network (left) compares results of the JavaScript and C code implementations of the Constant Runoff Model at the network’s outlet. Clear Creek (right) compares results of the Variable Runoff Model at its outlet.

Figure 3. Simulation run time, in seconds, for JavaScript and C Programming Language implementations of the Hillslope Link Model. Simulations of river networks of increasing size and uniform rainfall forcing were used in both languages. All simulation runs simulate a 24-hour period. At the end of each simulation run, the simulation software reports the length of the simulation in seconds. Simulation results are plotted with a linear regression line fitted to the data. The slope of the line is 8.0, \( R^2 = 0.99 \), and \( n = 12 \).

3.2. HLM-Web Educational Hydrology Tool

The second demonstration of the HLM-Web simulation engine is an interactive educational tool to teach hydrology. Though models are fundamental to various professional workflows, there are many challenges to a model’s successful integration into hydroscience curricula. First, the educational focus in hydroscience curricula is (or should be,) on core hydroscience concepts and not a particular vocational tool, such as a
model. Equally, there is no single model (i.e., vocational tool,) that is universally used professionally, which would justify its instruction over all others, always.

If indeed a model is selected for classroom use, instructors face barriers to its successful educational application. Many barriers, if not all, stem from the most essential and precious resource: time. For example, data acquisition and preparation are fundamental modeling tasks. Yet, they can be the most time consuming. Various surveys of professionals across data science and scientific modeling disciplines show that data acquisition and data preparation account for a majority of the time spent on a modeling workflow (Anaconda, 2020; CrowdFlower, 2016; Jackson, 2014; Lohr, 2014). Further, using models often requires specific, standalone software and other Information Technology (IT) knowledge to operate. These technologies often have steep learning curves, especially for beginners. Learning and executing these parts of a model workflow take much more time than the time for computation and analysis of results, especially in the case of classroom examples. Thus, there is a tension for the instructor, between teaching the fundamentals of the subject matter and teaching the model workflow as a conduit to explore the subject matter; in short, teaching the science vs. teaching the tool. This reality describes the challenge to teach contemporary hydroscience topics in a manner which recognizes the state-of-the-science tools, without obscuring the subject fundamentals behind the technical/vocational knowledge of specific software or toolchains.

HLM’s concept of the landscape decomposition and the resultant mathematical description are well suited for educational applications. In fact, one can organize an entire undergraduate engineering hydrology course using it. First, it is undisputable that the concept faithfully describes surface (including near subsurface or unsaturated zone) water flow in the environment. This facilitates subsequent discussion of the relevant physical processes of rainfall, evapotranspiration, infiltration, runoff, and open channel flow. Because the concept naturally covers a wide range of spatial and temporal scales, it provides background for discussion of space-time variability, land-atmosphere mass and energy exchange, the concept of storage and water balance, and water transport. As the model use requires data, this provides an opportunity to discuss different measurement and sensing technologies, from radar-rainfall to satellite-based soil moisture to in-situ techniques of water evaporation, infiltration, and flow. With the above elements in place, one can illustrate the key engineering practice methods of the rational method, curve number, unit hydrograph, and flood frequency estimation.

However, the current workflow for the C Programming Language implementation of the HLM model has many characteristics which prohibit its use as an educational tool. The first issue is that of access. This implementation is best suited for HPC environments, where the codebase, its dependencies, and the networked computing resources are maintained by IT professionals. Lack of access to HPC environments limits its use. The alternative to using an established HPC environment would require students to install and maintain a version – and all its dependencies – on one's personal machine. This also presents a significant burden to use. Second, this implementation lacks a graphical user interface. This requires users to alter input files manually, usually in a command line interface. Finally, the C Programming Language implementation lacks even a simple visualization tool. This means that the user would need to interpret simulation results in yet another software. Instructors cannot reasonably expect that students have the requisite knowledge of the supporting technologies required to use the current HLM workflow. Further,
they should not take time within a hydroscience course to teach them. Thus, the current C code implementation significantly limits any possibility of HLM’s use in a classroom environment.

Toward the goal of making this model more accessible to educational applications, we extended the HLM-Web simulation engine with an easy-to-use user interface. Notably, all features of the educational tool are based on client-side technologies. The tool was developed with iterative feedback from course instructors with the objective that it would supplement the hydrology courses at the University of Iowa, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and University of Manitoba, Department of Civil Engineering.

In our design process we sought to clearly separate the model preparation subtasks, e.g., building a simulation “recipe”. Each recipe subtask – domain selection, model selection, parameter selection, and rainfall input – has its own tab within the webpage (Figure 4.) For model selection, users choose between five different river networks to simulate. These networks range in size of \(10^1\) to \(10^4\) km\(^2\). Importantly, all input files required to simulate the river networks are already prepared for students. Users then choose between two mathematical models, the Constant Runoff Model, or the Variable Runoff Model, to describe the runoff generation and streamflow processes. Next, in the parameter selection tab, users have the option to alter global variables which are used in the model calculations. Parameter values are toggled via HTML slider inputs. Slider ranges are predefined by the course instructor and are based on a reasonable physical range of each parameter. Next, users define rainfall input for the simulation in the rainfall input tab. On this tab users select between three different rainfall event types: a single, constant event; a repeated, constant event; and a custom event. In a panel, users can track the current simulation recipe as it changes given inputs. Once the user has reviewed the simulation recipe, they can trigger the simulation execution. When the simulation is complete, the webpage automatically displays the visualization of the results.

Simulation results are shown at preselected hillslope links within the network. For this educational application, hillslope link results were selected for visualization by their approximate stream order with respect to the contributing area of the network outlet. Without needing to refresh the current webpage or navigate to a new page, users can easily change the simulation setup and run the simulation again. Simulation results (i.e., hydrographs,) and metadata can also be exported in comma separated values (CSV) format for further analysis and visualization.

4. Discussion
HLM-Web demonstrates that it is possible to implement a full-scale distributed rainfall-runoff model and simulation engine using only modern web standards. To the best of our knowledge, a full-scale hydrological model running completely as a client-side application has not yet been presented in the literature. Furthermore, we demonstrate that this technology can be applied to provide an accessible educational tool to the undergraduate hydroscience curriculum. In implementing a distributed rainfall-runoff model on the web, the technology becomes available for use alongside the many web-based applications that comprise the dynamic and interconnected ecosystem of web-ready hydrologic tools.

We begin this section with a brief discussion of benchmarking results. Next, we discuss the computational performance of HLM-Web and the potential strategies to improve it. Next, we discuss the benefits of client-
Figure 4. Step-by-step demonstration of the education webtool for hydrology courses using HLM-Web as simulation engine. The six-step process was designed with the consultation of hydrology instructors with the objective to simplify and streamline the modelling and simulation process.
side simulation via the strengths of our HLM-Web educational tool. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of how the technology may be leveraged beyond education in outreach, research, and operations.

**Benchmark and Performance Results:** Via the direct comparison of benchmark results provided in the HLM documentation (Figure 2), we show that the JavaScript-based HLM-Web provides identical results for both the constant and variable runoff models. This verifies two important criteria. The first, is that we have accurately formulated the mathematical models. The second is that we have demonstrated the ability of our numerical solver to return equivalent solutions to that of the solver of the current, operational version.

In comparing the time performance of the JavaScript implementation versus that of the C code implementation, we observe that the JavaScript implementation is slower by approximately a factor of 8 (Figure 3). The performance penalty is on the higher end of the current expectations of JavaScript interpreters being 2-10 times slower than C code (Hinkelmann, 2019).

The current performance leads us to ask two related questions. The first question is whether there are changes to the codebase that could bring the one-to-one performance closer to the expected upper limit of 2 times slower between JavaScript and C. Notably, our JavaScript code is not an exact replication of the C code. One difference between the two is in the data structures of the model elements. JavaScript is an object-oriented programming language, while C is not. Though the object-oriented paradigm of JavaScript allowed us to develop the application with “higher-level” data structures, the advantages of development with higher-level data structures may result in slower run times.

Another critical difference that may affect performance is the interconnection between memory management and the scheduler. In the C code, the user must specify how many previously computed timesteps are stored in an internal buffer for each link. The selection of the internal buffer size has implications on how the scheduler moves the solution forward at each link. It also allows the software to allocate a fixed amount of memory to the results for each link in the simulation. In comparison, the HLM-Web implementation has no limit to the number of steps stored in memory for each link, nor does it allocate a pre-computed amount of memory for link solutions at object instantiation. As a result, storing solutions during simulation runs requires dynamic allocation of memory and its associated performance penalty.

An additional performance bottleneck of the current scheduler is that it sequentially solves a Link object to the end of the simulation before beginning the solution of the next Link object. As stated in the Client-side Implementation section, the solver is an adaptive time step solver with a dense output method to interpolate solutions for upstream links between their computed timesteps. During the interpolant routine, a binary search algorithm is used to find the necessary solutions from the upstream link for interpolation. In practical terms, this means that for every interpolant routine run there is a binary search performed on an array. This array can be orders of magnitude larger than the default internal buffer size of 30 past timesteps held in memory used in the C code. This implies that for every dense interpolant calculated the search time is longer than in the C code implementation, which attributes to the performance difference.

The second question with respect to improving compute speeds is what can be done generally. This question is different than the first in the sense that improvement need not be compared one-to-one with the C implementation, but generally to itself. In this regard, two current web standards, Web Assembly and Web
Workers, offer means to improve compute speeds. First, Web Assembly is a standard which allows the execution of portable binary-code to be run on web pages (Haas et al., 2017). In practical terms, leveraging this technology would allow for the entire simulation engine, or portions of it, to be run at speeds approaching native C code (Mozilla, 2013). Second, Web Worker technology allows JavaScript code to be executed in the background without blocking the function of the webpage it is running in (MDN, 2022). A characteristic feature of Web Worker technology is that it can more effectively use multi-core CPUs. Thus, another avenue to improve computational speeds is to parallelize the simulation task across a client’s CPU cores via a Web Worker.

**HLM-Web Educational Hydrology Tool:** As we demonstrate with the educational use case, a client-side simulation workflow can mitigate some of the challenges of offline workflows for users. First, the client-side architecture of HLM-Web allows for interoperable, no install, no set up hydrological applications. This means that users can perform simulations on any device which has a browser, even on simple machines such as mobile phones or browser-only devices like Chromebooks. Likewise, when the HLW-Web simulation engine is combined with an easy-to-use web interface, modelling and simulation can be done without writing any code. Here, HLM-Web has a major advantage to other options available to educators. Although engineering students are expected to have some skill in programming, developing a full-scale model (code) within a single semester is clearly beyond their level of proficiency.

For users, the time and burden of data preparation and handling are all but eliminated with the HLM-Web educational tool. Likewise, the instructor can calibrate the amount of exposure to the data preparation and handling tasks needed without it being a critical lynchpin within a course. Taken together, HLM-Web and the easy-to-use web interface provides a “flat” learning curve for users to focus on hydrology. Instructors have used the tool for in-class demonstrations, homework, and final examinations. Concepts taught using the HLM-Web educational tool include simulating watershed response at a range of spatial scales, and in the process demonstrate the role of river network on flow aggregation; the role of rainfall intermittency on peak flow magnitude; the role of soil moisture as a system memory; unit hydrograph theory; and more. Please refer to Appendix 3 in supplemental materials where we provide sample problems which use the HLW-Web Educational Hydrology Tool.

**Other Application Areas:** There are many benefits to a distributed rainfall-runoff model implemented completely in modern, client-side web standards. While many of these benefits are exhibited in the educational tool presented here, they can also be leveraged in application areas such as operations, outreach, and research. First, a curated and simplified interface creates the scaffolding for rapid simulation without writing any code or manual alteration of inputs or parameterization. This can significantly lower barriers to time-sensitive use of simulation and models. For example, with improvements to compute speeds, either via more computational power or parallelization, HLM-Web could serve as a research sandbox to rapidly test different model formulations or parameter combinations.

The model application can also be coupled with online data products for seamless data preparation and integration. For example, the river network input data could be served to the browser dynamically based on latitude and longitude coordinates supplied via a map interface. Rainfall products, either historical or forecasts, could be queried from a web service (e.g. Seo et al., 2019,) and served to the browser for direct integration with the simulation engine. These input data could then be used to generate custom forecasts.
for a region of interest, or design flows for a proposed project. This streamflow data could then be used for
dynamic flood inundation mapping. Further, the flood inundation maps could then be used directly as
outputs or as inputs to generate real-time estimates of flood damage. A workflow such as described would
provide value to first responders, disaster planning, and flood plain managers. The automated data
preparation and integration opportunities could significantly improve some of modelling’s most tedious
and time-consuming tasks and, as such, increase the access to advanced modelling tools.

A client-side simulation engine also offers some advantages over WBS with server-side compute. First,
because HLM-Web does not itself use any server-side compute, it can be hosted on a simple web host for
static files. Static hosting presents a significant cost savings compared to a server environment running
compute intensive tasks, such as simulation. A second advantage to using JavaScript and client-side
architectures is that it is inherently open source because the server passes the written code to the browser
and then interprets it on the client machine. This is in contrast with the server-side compute model, where
users do not necessarily have access to the source code used. In this manner, the codebase is more available
to inspection and development by the community. These advancements lower barriers to access and
increases ease-of-use of rainfall-runoff modelling and simulation for a range of applications. In effect, it
provides a wide range of stakeholders the means to use and engage in the subject matter within a self-
contained, ubiquitous platform.

5. Conclusion
In this work we present HLM-Web, a simulation engine for distributed rainfall-runoff modelling in
JavaScript, which can run full-scale, physically based models on the client side using a browser. We show
that the simulation engine provides equivalent results compared to benchmarks from a previous
implementation of the same model in the C Programming Language. We then demonstrate how the core
simulation engine can integrate with an easy-to-use in-browser interface designed for hydroscience
education.

Previous work in the literature has demonstrated the possibility of in-browser, client-side modeling with
simplified models of environmental phenomena. This work moves the field beyond the current state-of-the-
science and shows the potential benefits to simulation using native web technologies. Namely, these
benefits are increased integration with other web-based tools for hydrological modelling, such as integration
of the input data and results pipelines; the inherit open-source nature of JavaScript applications; the write
once, run everywhere characteristic of JavaScript, allowing for users to always access the most current
version of the software; and the potential application pipelines it can service in education, outreach, and
research.

Future work will focus on improving computational performance of the simulation engine and extending
its modeling capabilities. Overall performance can be improved through improvement on single machines
– via better scheduler and memory management; converting all or part of the engine to Web Assembly;
leveraging parallelization of simulations with Web Workers – and developing distributed (Agliamzanov et al.,
2020), peer-to-peer compute capabilities. Extending modeling capabilities entails incorporating other
environmental processes alongside the hydrologic models presented here and streamlining input and output
data with other web-ready hydrologic tools. Together, with the possible extensions, the current
implementation suggests that client-side hydrologic modeling and simulation can play a central role in a dynamic, interconnected ecosystem of web-ready hydrologic tools.
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Appendix

1. Software Details
Name: HLM-Web
Developer: Gregory Ewing, Hydroinformatics Lab, University of Iowa
Contact Information: gregory-ewing@uiowa.edu
Year Available: 2022
Hardware Required: Any device with a browser
Software Required: Device with ECMA Script (i.e., JavaScript,) interpreter (e.g., a web browser.)
Availability and Cost: Open source, Free.
URL: https://github.com/uhihlab/HLM-Web
2. Mathematical Formulations for the Constant and Variable Runoff Models of the Hillslope Link Hydrologic Model

\[
\frac{dq}{dt} = \frac{1}{\tau} \left( \frac{q}{q_{r}} \right)^{\lambda_1} \left( -q + (q_{pc} + q_{sc}) \cdot (A_h/60.0) + q_{in}(t) \right)
\]

\[
\frac{ds_p}{dt} = p(t) \cdot c_1 - q_{pc} - e_p
\]

\[
\frac{ds_s}{dt} = p(t) \cdot c_2 - q_{sc} - e_s
\]

Where,

\[
\frac{1}{\tau} = \frac{60 \cdot v_r \cdot (A/A_r)^{\lambda_2}}{(1 - \lambda_1) \cdot L \cdot 10^{-3}}
\]

\[
c_1 = RC \cdot (0.001/60)
\]

\[
c_2 = (1 - RC) \cdot (0.001/60)
\]

Figure 5 Mathematic and pictorial description of the constant runoff model implemented in HLM-Web.

\[
\frac{dq}{dt} = \frac{1}{\tau} \left( \frac{q}{q_{r}} \right)^{\lambda_1} \left( -q + c_2 \cdot (q_{pc} + q_{sc}) + q_{in}(t) \right)
\]

\[
\frac{ds_p}{dt} = c_1 p(t) - q_{pc} - q_{pt} - e_p
\]

\[
\frac{ds_t}{dt} = q_{pt} - q_{ts} - e_t
\]

\[
\frac{ds_s}{dt} = q_{ts} - q_{sc} - e_s
\]

\[
\frac{ds_{precip}}{dt} = c_1 p(t)
\]

\[
\frac{dV_r}{dt} = q_{pc}
\]

\[
\frac{dq_b}{dt} = \frac{v_B \cdot A_h}{L} (q_{sc} - 60 \cdot q_b + q_{b,in}(t))
\]

Figure 6 Mathematical (left) and pictorial (right) description of the variable runoff model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Total area draining into this link [km²]</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Channel length of this link [km]</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_h</td>
<td>Area of the hillslope of this link [km²]</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_r</td>
<td>Channel reference velocity [m/s]</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_B</td>
<td>Channel baseflow velocity [m/s]</td>
<td>Variable Runoff Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\lambda_1)</td>
<td>Exponent of channel velocity discharge [-]</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\lambda_2)</td>
<td>Exponent of channel velocity area [-]</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Runoff coefficient [-]</td>
<td>Constant Runoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>Channel discharge of this link [m$^3$/s]</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_p$</td>
<td>Water ponded on hillslope surface [m]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_s$</td>
<td>Effective water depth in hillslope subsurface [m]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{pc}$</td>
<td>Ponded, surface water to channel, flux [m/min]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{sc}$</td>
<td>Subsurface water to channel, flux [m/min]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(t)$</td>
<td>Precipitation intensity [mm/hr]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_p$</td>
<td>Evaporative flux from ponded surface [m/min]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_s$</td>
<td>Evaporative flux from subsurface [m/min]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Description of constants and variables used in the hydrologic models.
3. Sample Problems which Use the HLM-Web Educational Hydrology Tool

3.1. Sample Homework Assignment

1. Use the following URL to access the HLM-Web: A Web-based Modeling Framework for Hydrology Education: [https://hydroinformatics.uiowa.edu/lab/hlmwebedu/](https://hydroinformatics.uiowa.edu/lab/hlmwebedu/). Make sure to refresh the page if you run into any problems. Explore the software and provide comments on its design: Is the user interface easy to use? Is the notation/documentation logical and intuitive? What did you learn from running the simulations? Any other comments are welcome.

2. (a) Use the HLM-Web to compare the basin response to the same rainfall sequence for routing models with linear and non-linear channel velocity for all five basins. (b) Use the software to compare the response for uniform vs. highly variable rainfall with the same rain total. (c) Use the same rainfall uniform in time for all five basins and obtain the peak flow at the outlet. Plot the peaks for all five basins against basin drainage area. Use a logarithmic scale to make the plot.

3. Use HLM-Web: A Web-based Modeling Framework for Hydrology Education: [https://hydroinformatics.uiowa.edu/lab/hlmwebedu/](https://hydroinformatics.uiowa.edu/lab/hlmwebedu/) to generate unit hydrographs for Muddy Creek and Clear Creek. Use the default parameter and the variable model options. Export the data. Generate an hourly rainfall sequence and apply the unit hydrograph method (Problem 2) and compare the response with one generate by HLM-Web for the same rainfall sequence.

4. Use the HLM-Web software for the following simulation. Provide rainfall as a single two-hour event with 5 inches per hour intensity. Try to simulate the effect of separating the rainfall into two one-hour events with the same intensity. Monitor the response at different scales (similar to that shown in the animation in Lecture 20, slide 15). Use Clear Creek or English River basin. For the first case (a single two-hour event) check the water balance at the outlet.

5. Using the HLM-Web software, design a simulation experiment that would mimic the effect of wet vs. dry initial conditions on peakflow simulation.

6. Use the following URL to access the HLM-Web: A Web-based Modeling Framework for Hydrology Education: [https://hydroinformatics.uiowa.edu/lab/hlmwebedu/](https://hydroinformatics.uiowa.edu/lab/hlmwebedu/). Make sure to refresh the page if you run into any problems. (a) Use the HLM-Web to find (empirically) rainfall duration for reaching a steady-state response. Is it the same for the routing models with linear and non-linear channel velocity for all five basins? (b) Use the software to evaluate the effect of the antecedent soil moisture conditions on the peak response for all five basins. (c) Use the uniform rainfall in time for the large basin and obtain the peak flow at all control points. Plot the peaks for all control points against their drainage area. Estimate the drainage area any way you want and check the estimates against the appropriate Horton Law. Use a logarithmic scale to make the plot.

3.2. Sample Lab Assignment

To make this assignment you just need excel and the Hillslope Link Model (HLM) web application ([https://hydroinformatics.uiowa.edu/lab/hlmwebedu/](https://hydroinformatics.uiowa.edu/lab/hlmwebedu/)).
1. (25%) Using Muddy Creek, define a rainfall event that creates a plateau-shaped hydrograph (as the one shown in the figure) in the first two orders. Show your results in a figure with the results for both orders. Also, present the table that you used to define the rainfall event.

![Plateau-shaped hydrograph](image1.png)

2. (25%) Using the same setup, change the rainfall pattern to remove the plateau shape. Show your updated results. The new rainfall pattern must keep the total volume of the first rainfall pattern.

![Updated rainfall pattern](image2.png)

3. (25%) Using the same setup, change the rainfall pattern to obtain two separate hydrographs in the first two orders, and one single hydrograph at the outlet. Show your updated results. The new rainfall pattern must keep the total volume of the first rainfall pattern.

4. (25%) Using the Clear Creek watershed, generate a two-peak hydrograph until order 4. How different is the elapsed time between rainfall pulses of this case and the item 3 case?
3.3. Sample Final Exam

This first group of questions is designed to test your understanding of definitions and basic concepts in the description of the hydrological cycle. Be precise in your definitions. No partial credit on these group of questions.

1. (20 points) Assume that the Dimensionless Unit Hydrograph for a 100 mi\(^2\) basin can be approximated with a standard NRCS triangular hydrograph (Lecture 19, slide 6). The time to peak for an effective precipitation event of 1 inch has been estimated to be 10 hours.

   a. (3 points) Calculate the peak flow for the unit hydrograph
   b. (3 points) Calculate the total duration of the unit hydrograph (T_b)
   c. (3 points) Calculate the total runoff volume (in m\(^3\)) before the peak of the hydrograph
   d. (11 points) Calculate and plot the hydrograph (in m\(^3\)/s) that would result from an effective precipitation event with an hourly effective hyetograph given by \((h_1, h_2, h_3, h_4, h_5, h_6, h_7)\) in millimeters per hour. Use the seven digits of your UM-Student-ID as the ordinates of the hyetograph (e.g. if your student ID is 7873525 then your precipitation intensities are \(h_1=7, h_2=8, h_3=7, h_4=3, h_5=5, h_6=2, \) and \(h_7=5\) mm/hour)

2. (10 points) Use HLM-Web to calculate the hydrograph resulting from a “customized precipitation event” with intensities \((h_1, h_2, h_3, h_4, h_5, h_6, h_7)\) described in the previous problem using the assumption of constant flow velocity \((v_r=1.0\ m/s, l_1=0.0, \) and \(l_2=-0.0)\) and Runoff Coefficient of 1.0 for the outlet of Clear Creek basin (Note that HLM-Web expects precipitation time series in millimeters per hour). Compare the hydrograph with the one obtained from a “single event” that lasts 60 minutes with an intensity equal to the sum of the hyetograph, that is, \(i = h_1+h_2+ h_3+h_4+h_5+h_6+h_7\) (mm/hour). Document your work using screenshots of the web interface.